Multiple Lines of Evidence from Mitochondrial Genomes Resolve Phylogenetic Relationships of Parasitic Wasps in Braconidae
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Abstract

The rapid increase in the number of mitochondrial genomes in public databases provides opportunities for insect phylogenetic studies; but it also provides challenges because of gene rearrangements and variable substitution rates among both lineages and sites. Typically, phylogenetic studies use mitochondrial sequence data but exclude other features of the mitochondrial genome from analyses. Here, we undertook large-scale sequencing of mitochondrial genomes from a worldwide collection of specimens belonging to Braconidae, one of the largest families of Metazoa. The strand-asymmetry of base composition in the mitochondrial genomes of braconids is reversed, providing evidence for monophyly of the Braconidae. We have reconstructed a backbone phylogeny of the major lineages of Braconidae from gene order of the mitochondrial genomes. Standard phylogenetic analyses of DNA sequences provided strong support for both Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes. Four subfamily complexes, that is, helconoid, euphoroid, sigalphoid, and microgastroid, within the Noncyclostomes were reconstructed robustly, the first three of which formed a monophyletic group sister to the last one. Aphidiinae was recovered as a lineage sister to other groups of Cyclostomes, while the Ichneutinae was recovered as paraphyletic. Separate analyses of the subdivided groups showed congruent relationships, employing different matrices and methods, for the internal nodes of the Cyclostomes and the microgastroid complex of subfamilies. This research, using multiple lines of evidence from mitochondrial genomes, illustrates multiple uses of mitochondrial genomes for phylogenetic inference in Braconidae.
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Introduction

Mitochondrial genomes are considered powerful markers of phylogenetic relationships, because of their maternal inheritance (Barr et al. 2005), rare recombination (Boore 1999), relatively high evolutionary rate, and conserved gene components (Curole and Kocher 1999). This organelle genome has been widely used, at both deep and shallow taxonomic scales, from sub-kingdom (Bernt, Bleidorn, et al. 2013) and class (Simon and Hadrys 2013) to population level studies (Ma et al. 2012). Other features of the mitochondrial genome, such as gene arrangement or base composition, have also been used to illuminate phylogenetic relationships (Boore et al. 1995; Boore and Brown 1998; Timmermans and Vogler 2012).

The use of mitochondrial genomes for phylogenetic reconstruction is problematic in some cases, particularly in resolving deep relationships. Many studies have shown that substitution saturation (Liu et al. 2014), among-lineage compositional heterogeneity (Lartillot et al. 2009; Cameron 2014) and codon usage bias (Stenøien 2004), may all negatively affect the
reconstruction of phylogenetic relationships (Maddison and Maddison 2007; Simon and Hadrys 2013). Although an accelerated rate of gene rearrangement has been found in many groups, and some derived patterns of gene arrangement are linked to specific lineages (Boore et al. 1998; Timmermans and Vogler 2012), gene arrangement patterns have been used rarely for phylogenetic reconstruction in insects (Dowton 1999; Timmermans and Vogler 2012).

Mitochondrial genomes in the order Hymenoptera have been found to exhibit several extreme features, such as exceptionally high A+T content (Wei et al. 2009), frequent gene rearrangement in the Apocrita (Dowton, Cameron, Austin, et al. 2009), large-scale rearrangement of protein-coding genes (Wei et al. 2014), and rapid substitution rates (Oliveira et al. 2008). Both among-lineage rate heterogeneity (Dowton, Cameron, Dowavic, et al. 2009) and independent evolution of gene rearrangement (Dowton, Cameron, Dowavic, et al. 2009; Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010, 2014) challenge the use of mitochondrial genomes in higher-level phylogenetic reconstruction of the Hymenoptera. In contrast, these same genomic features might be useful for lower-level phylogenetic reconstruction in the Hymenoptera (Wei et al. 2014).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Length (bp)</th>
<th>Subfamily</th>
<th>GenBank Accession No.</th>
<th>Collection Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acanthormius sp.</td>
<td>13,051</td>
<td>Lysiterminae</td>
<td>KF385867</td>
<td>Hainan, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrocampsis griseosetosus</td>
<td>10,104</td>
<td>Acampsohelconinae</td>
<td>KJ412474</td>
<td>Pool Department, Republic of Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphidius gifuensis</td>
<td>11,996</td>
<td>Aphidiinae</td>
<td>GU097658</td>
<td>Hangzhou, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitonius sp.</td>
<td>13,078</td>
<td>Cenocoeliinae</td>
<td>KF385869</td>
<td>Kentucky, USA,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiochiles fuscipennis</td>
<td>14,390</td>
<td>Cardiochilinae</td>
<td>KF385870</td>
<td>Fuyang, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotesia vestalis</td>
<td>15,543</td>
<td>Microgastrinae</td>
<td>FJ154897</td>
<td>Hangzhou, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diachasmimorpha longicaudata</td>
<td>13,850</td>
<td>Opiiinae</td>
<td>GU097655</td>
<td>Guangzhou, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasmosoma sp.</td>
<td>13,326</td>
<td>Euphorinae</td>
<td>KJ412470</td>
<td>Kentucky, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eumacrocentrus sp.</td>
<td>14,080</td>
<td>Helconinae</td>
<td>KF385872</td>
<td>West Virginia, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurobroacon breviterbreae</td>
<td>12,957</td>
<td>Braconinae</td>
<td>KF385871</td>
<td>Hainan, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histeromerus sp.</td>
<td>13,168</td>
<td>Histeromerinae</td>
<td>KF418765</td>
<td>West Virginia, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homolobus sp.</td>
<td>13,927</td>
<td>Homolobinae</td>
<td>KF385873</td>
<td>Ningxia, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ichneuteus sp.</td>
<td>13,092</td>
<td>Ichneutinae</td>
<td>KF385874</td>
<td>Florida, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrocentrus camphorphilus</td>
<td>15,801</td>
<td>Macrocentrinae</td>
<td>GU097656</td>
<td>Jiaxing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorus pulchricornis</td>
<td>10,186</td>
<td>Euphorinae</td>
<td>GU097657</td>
<td>Nanjing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirax sp.</td>
<td>13,664</td>
<td>Miracinae</td>
<td>KJ412471</td>
<td>Kentucky, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pambolus sp.</td>
<td>13,175</td>
<td>Pambolinae</td>
<td>KF385875</td>
<td>Hainan, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proligoneurinae sp.</td>
<td>13,413</td>
<td>Ichneutinae</td>
<td>KJ412472</td>
<td>Florida, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ptochneurocarpa sp.</td>
<td>9,981</td>
<td>Alysiinae</td>
<td>KJ412475</td>
<td>Ningxia, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phanerota flava</td>
<td>10,171</td>
<td>Cheloninae</td>
<td>GU097654</td>
<td>Jiaxing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proterops sp.</td>
<td>12,883</td>
<td>Ichneutinae</td>
<td>KJ412477</td>
<td>Kentucky, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pselaphanus sp.</td>
<td>13,204</td>
<td>Pselaphaninae</td>
<td>KF385876</td>
<td>Guyana, French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudognaptodon sp.</td>
<td>13,190</td>
<td>Gnaptodontinae</td>
<td>KJ412473</td>
<td>Kentucky, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigalphus bicolor</td>
<td>12,744</td>
<td>Sigalphinae</td>
<td>KF385878</td>
<td>West Virginia, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spathius agrili</td>
<td>15,425</td>
<td>Doryctinae</td>
<td>FJ387020</td>
<td>Tianjin, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therophilus festivus</td>
<td>14,216</td>
<td>Agathidinae</td>
<td>KF385886</td>
<td>Beijing, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triraphis sp.</td>
<td>13,162</td>
<td>Rogadinae</td>
<td>KF385877</td>
<td>Fuyang, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xipholeze sp.</td>
<td>9,160</td>
<td>Xipholezinae</td>
<td>KJ412476</td>
<td>Trang, Thailand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—Species name in bold indicates the sequence was published in Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. (2010).
Nuclear genes, mitochondrial genes, and combinations of the two (Belshaw et al. 1998; van Achterberg 1990; Wharton et al. 1992), however, it is problematic to choose useful morphological characters because of the high level of convergent evolution (van Achterberg and Quicke 1992). More recent studies support the idea that there have been multiple independent transitions from ectoparasitism to endoparasitism, in analyses based on adult morphological, larval, and biological characters and 16S rDNA data (Whitfield 1992; Dowton et al. 1998; Quicke and Belshaw 1999; Zaldivar-Riverón, Shaw, et al. 2008). The incongruence among studies may be caused by convergence among morphological characters resulting from shared life history strategies (Quicke and Belshaw 1999) or incomplete taxon sampling and a lack of overlap of sampling across different studies.

Reconstruction of the phylogenetic relationships among the subfamilies of Braconidae is essential to understanding the evolutionary origins of parasitism in the group. Phylogenetic reconstruction of Braconidae was originally based on morphology (van Achterberg 1984; Quicke and van Achterberg 1990; Wharton et al. 1992), however, it is problematic to choose useful morphological characters because of the high level of convergent evolution (Sharanowski et al. 2011). Nuclear genes, mitochondrial genes, and combinations of the two (Belshaw et al. 1998; Dowton et al. 1998, 2002; Shi et al. 2005; Zaldivar-Riverón et al. 2006) and complete mitochondrial genomes (Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010) have been used in phylogenetic analyses of Braconidae. Most studies were conducted either with limited gene markers and a broad spectrum of taxa (Dowton et al. 1998; Belshaw et al. 2000; Belshaw and Quicke 2002; Dowton, Belshaw, et al. 2002; Shi et al. 2005; Zaldivar-Riverón et al. 2006), or multiples genes and limited taxa sampling (Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010). Increasing the sampling of both genetic markers and taxa improved phylogenetic resolution in Sharanowski et al.'s (2011) study.

The split of braconids into Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes according to their mouth morphology has been widely published (van Achterberg 1984; Quicke and van Achterberg 1990; Wharton et al. 1992). Phylogenetic relationships among and within subfamilies, however, are particularly controversial. Some studies based on morphological analyses moved Aphidiinae between the Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes (Quicke and van Achterberg 1990; van Aechterberg and Quicke 1992). More recent studies support a sister-group relationship between Aphidiinae and Mesostoinae at the base of the Cyclostomes (Belshaw et al. 2000; Dowton, Belshaw, et al. 2002; Zaldivar-Riverón et al. 2006). Sharanowski et al. (2011) named a clade, the Aphidioid complex, consisting of (Mesostoinae (Aphidiinae + Maxfischeria)), that is sister to the cyclostome complex of subfamilies. Although the monophyly of Doryctinae was recovered in the morphological studies or combination with molecular analyses of several publications (van Achterberg 1984; Quicke and van Achterberg 1990; Dowton, Belshaw, et al. 2002), most molecular studies supported the paraphyly of Doryctinae as well as Ichneutinae and Rogadinae (Belshaw and Quicke 2002; Zaldivar-Riverón et al. 2006; Pitz et al. 2007; Zaldivar-Riverón, Belokobylskij, et al. 2008; Sharanowski et al. 2011). By using ~4 kb of sequence data from both mitochondrial and nuclear genomes for 139 taxa, Sharanowski et al. (2011) recovered well-supported relationships among Noncyclostomes. However, relationships within the Cyclostome complex were poorly supported, probably due to the lower taxonomic sampling relative to Noncyclostomes.

In this study, we sequenced 21 mitochondrial genomes from a worldwide collection of braconids, and attempted to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships among major lineages of the Braconidae using sequences as well as gene arrangement pattern of the mitochondrial genomes. Our research provides a robust phylogenetic hypothesis of relationships among subfamilies of Braconidae.

Materials and Methods

Sample and DNA Extraction

In total, 21 species from 18 subfamilies were used for mitochondrial genome sequencing (table 1). Specimens were stored in 100% ethanol at −80 °C. Genomic DNA was extracted from a single adult using a DNeasy tissue kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s protocol. All voucher specimens are kept in the Evolutionary Biology Laboratory of Zhejiang University, China.

PCR Amplification and Sequencing

Initially, a set of universal primers for animal mitochondrial genomes (Simon et al. 1994, 2006) were used for amplification and sequencing of a range of segments. Subsequently, species-specific primers were designed, according to the segments obtained, to fill in the missing areas of sequence (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). PCRs were done with Takara LA Taq (Takara Biomedical, Japan) under the following conditions: initial denaturation for 3 min at 96 °C and then 95 °C 15 s, 45–57 °C 15 s, 60 °C 2– 3 min for 40 cycles, 60 °C 10 min. PCR components were added following the Takara LA Taq protocols. The PCR products were directly sequenced by Sangon Biotech Company at Shanghai using a primer-walking strategy, from both strands.

Genome Annotation and Base Composition Analysis

Putative tRNA genes were identified using the tRNAscan-SE search server (Lowe and Eddy 1997). The COVE cut-off score was reduced to 5 when expected tRNA genes could not be found. The tRNAs that could not be identified by the tRNAscan search server were determined by alignment with their homologs in related species. The gene boundaries of protein-coding and rRNA genes were determined based on the ends of neighbouring tRNAs and by alignment with their homologs using MEGA6 (Tamura et al. 2013). The AT and GC skews were calculated according to formula AT skew = (A% − T%)/(A% + T%) and GC skew = (G% − C%)/(G% + C%).
41 hymenopteran mitochondrial genomes downloaded from GenBank (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online) were added for analyses. We used 11 well-sequenced protein-coding genes (excluding nad1 and nad2) for calculation, to avoid the negative influence of missing genes in some species.

Reconstruction of Phylogenetic Relationships from tRNA Rearrangements

We inferred phylogenetic relationships among the major lineages of Braconidae using tRNA rearrangement patterns. Two main approaches of treating gene order data were utilized as reviewed by Bernt, Braband, et al. (2013). The rearrangement-based approach assumes that certain well-defined elementary operations, that is, inversion, transposition, inverse transposition, tandem duplication, and random loss, are responsible for evolutionary changes in gene order, while the gene-cluster-based approach compares the properties of the gene orders shared among species (Bernt, Braband, et al. 2013). We used the Maximum Likelihood (ML) method based on gene-order data implemented in the MLGO web server to construct the phylogenetic tree (Hu et al. 2014). We also constructed phylogenetic trees based on the pairwise rearrangement distances using the neighbor-joining (NJ), unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) and Fitch–Margoliash (FM) methods in the web server “Sorting genomes and reconstructing phylogenetic trees by Reversals, generalized Transpositions and Translocations (SORT²)” (Huang et al. 2010). Pairwise distances from genome order data was calculated based on the double cut and join (DCJ) rearrangement model, that is, genes are cut in two places with a subsequent re-joining in a different order (Yancopoulos et al. 2005). The sorting of genomes was set to reversals, generalized transpositions, and translocations, as observed in our data. The jackknife analysis was performed with 100 replicates to evaluate statistical reliability of the constructed trees. We selected 16 tRNA genes sequentially located in the putative ancestral mitochondrial genome of insects in 14 species for analysis (two tRNA clusters near the boundaries of nad2 were not used, i.e., trnL-trnQ-trnM and trnW-trnC-trnY, which failed to sequence in most species). The type of the genomes was set to linear rather than circular due to the inclusion of the incomplete set of the 22 tRNA genes.

Multiple Sequence Alignment, Alignment Masking, and Data Partition

Protein-coding and RNA genes were aligned using the consistency-based algorithms implemented in MAFFT version 7.205 (Katoh and Standley 2013). G-INS-i and Q-INS-i algorithms in MAFFT (Golubchik et al. 2007) were used for protein-coding and RNA gene alignment, respectively. The alignment of nucleotide sequences was guided by the amino acid sequence alignment using the Perl script TranslatorX version 1.1 (Abascal et al. 2010).

Phylogenetic analyses can be impeded by random similarity of sequences (Misof and Misof 2009). Masking of blocks of sites in alignments can be employed systematically to reduce the influence of random similarity of sequences on the resultant phylogenetic tree (Kück et al. 2014). We used a sliding window approach implemented in Aliscore version 02.2 (Misof and Misof 2009) to identify blocks of sites with putative ambiguities or random similarity in individual genes, and masked these with Alicut version 2.3 (Kück 2009). Default settings were used in both analyses. The genes were concatenated into a matrix using the Perl script FASconCAT-G version 1.0 (Kück and Longo 2014).

To accommodate substitution heterogeneity among genes and codon positions, the PartitionFinder version 1.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2012) was used to simultaneously choose partitioning schemes and substitution models for the matrix. The maximum partition scheme that could be entered into the PartitionFinder software was defined by codon position for nucleotide sequences of protein-coding genes and RNA genes, and by gene for amino acid sequences of protein-coding genes. The search models for DNA and amino acid sequences were set to be “mrbayes” and “all protein”, respectively. The greedy algorithm was used, with branch lengths estimated, to search for the best-fit partitioning scheme.

Although we reduced noise in the aligned genes by using a masking method, tree reconstructions could still be misled, because masking methods are relatively insensitive to strong sequence divergence in a single taxon (Kück et al. 2014). Thus, we used a method based on a sliding window and a Monte Carlo resampling approach to detect strongly divergent nucleotide sequences that could have the potential to bias tree reconstruction and nodal support; this was implemented in Aligroove version 1.05 (Kück et al. 2014). Each partition defined by gene and codon position was assessed by Aligroove employing default settings. There is no specific criterion on which to base the inclusion or exclusion of a partition in subsequent phylogenetic analyses. We used a stringent criterion that partitions with more than 10% negative pairwise similarity scores (44 out of 435 in our data with 30 taxa) were excluded in subsequent analyses. For the amino acid sequences, MARE (http://mare.zfmk.de, last accessed 8 Aug, 2016) (Meusmann et al. 2010), based on weighted geometry quartet mapping (Nieselt-Struwe and von Haeseler 2001), was used to calculate the relative quality of information of each single gene within the matrix. Genes with lower quality information were excluded for subsequent analyses. Finally, 11 amino acid genes were used for all phylogenetic analyses. In our phylogenetic analyses of the Braconidae, the Cyclostomes, the helconoid complex and the microgastrid complex of subfamilies, 15, 22, 18, and 21 partitions were retained in the
nucleotide data matrix matrices, respectively (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online).

Phylogenetic Analyses

In the phylogenetic analyses, 21 mitochondrial genomes generated in this study and 7 from previous research (Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010) were included, representing 25 subfamilies of Braconidae. The sister-group relationship between Ichneumonidae and Braconidae is now well accepted (Quicke and van Achterberg 1990; Sharkey and Wahl 1992; Belshaw et al. 1998; Quicke et al. 1999; Dowton, Belshaw, et al. 2002; Shi et al. 2005; Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010; Sharanowski et al. 2011). Thus, we selected Diadegma semiclausum and Enicospilus sp. from Ichneumonidae as outgroups. In separate phylogenetic analyses of the helconoid and microgastroid complexes, we excluded these genes because of their absence in most taxa due to sequencing failure either in the presently sequenced or the previously published mitochondrial genomes. Although including missing data may not impede accuracy in phylogenetic analyses (Ho and Phillips 2009; Papadopoulou et al. 2010), we excluded these genes because of their absence in most taxa.

We analyzed four different data matrices, with the Bayesian inference method (BI) implemented in MrBayes v3.2.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012) and PhyloBayes v3.3 (Lartillot et al. 2009), and the ML method implemented in RAxML v7.9.6 (Stamatakis 2006) to reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships of Braconidae for each set of taxa. Data matrices of the nucleotide and amino acid sequences were used in separate analyses. In Bayesian analyses, substitution models were applied for each partition chosen by the software Partitionfinder (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online). Four independent Markov chains for 50 million MCMC generations were run with tree sampling every 5,000 generations and a burn-in of 2,500 trees. After 50 million generations, all runs reached stationarity, as determined by the program Tracer v1.4.0 (Effective sample sizes >200) (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/, last accessed 8 Aug, 2016). In the PhyloBayes analyses, the CAT-GTR model was used with a run of 20,000 generations. In ML analyses, the GTRGAMMA and MtArtF models were used for nucleotide and amino acid partitions, respectively. For each ML analysis 200 runs were conducted to find the highest-likelihood tree, followed by analysis of 1,000 bootstrap replicates.

Results

Sequencing of the Mitochondrial Genomes from Braconidae

We sequenced 21 braconid mitochondrial genomes from 18 subfamilies, bringing the total of known braconid mitochondrial genomes to 28, representing 25 subfamilies (table 1). All of the sequenced mitochondrial genomes are incomplete, which is common in most previously studied species of Hymenoptera (Cameron et al. 2008; Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010; Mao et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2014). Nonetheless, the complete set of protein-coding genes and most tRNA genes were successfully sequenced for most species, providing sufficient data for further comparative and phylogenetic analyses. The regions that failed to sequence were usually around the A+T-rich region (control region), and near nad2 with high A+T content and frequent repeat units, which may have influenced the amplification and sequencing of the region (Mao et al. 2012).

Reversal of Strand Asymmetry within Braconidae

We evaluated the strand asymmetry of base composition by calculating the AT and GC skew values for 28 braconid mitochondrial genomes as well as 41 from other Hymenoptera. In most insect mitochondrial genomes the AT skew is positive, while the GC skew is negative. Reversal of strand asymmetry was found in three groups of insects, including Braconidae: that is, more Ts than As and more Cs than Gs on the majority strand (Wei, Shi, Chen, et al. 2010). Our analysis confirmed the reversal of base composition strand asymmetry in Braconidae as a synapomorphy, although exceptions were found in Proterops (fig. 1, supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). The Proterops has a normal strand asymmetry pattern on the sequenced region of majority strand and protein-coding genes. Detailed analysis on each of the protein-coding genes of Proterops indicated that 10 of 11 genes showed normal GC skew values, of which, seven of eight genes coded on the minority strand showed positive AT skew values and four genes coded on the majority strand showed negative AT skew values (supplementary tables S2 and S5, Supplementary Material online). All analyses indicated a reversal of strand asymmetry in Proterops within Braconidae, that is, a normal strand asymmetry pattern for other Hymenoptera (Wei, Shi, Chen, et al. 2010). In addition, we found that two nonichneumonoid species (Megalyridae and Trigonidae) also showed reversal of strand asymmetry (fig. 1, supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online).

Phylogenetic Relationships within Braconidae Revealed by tRNA Rearrangement

Frequent gene rearrangements were found in Braconidae. Most of the rearranged genes were tRNA genes. All protein-coding genes in all species were arranged in the ancestral
pattern of the putative ancestral insect mitochondrial genome, except for the Cotesia vestalis (Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010) indicating within-lineage heterogeneity of gene rearrangement rate in Braconidae. Three tRNA gene-rearrangement hotspots were found in Braconidae, that is, trnK-trnD, trnA-trnR-trnN–trnS1-trnE-trnF, and trnT-trnP, two of which have previously been reported in studies using partial regions of mitochondrial genomes (Dowton 1999; Dowton and Austin 1999). The rearranged genes in the Cyclostomes are usually located in the tRNA cluster trnK–trnD, while those in the Noncyclostomes are in tRNA clusters trnA–trnR–trnN–trnS1–trnE–trnF and trnT–trnP (fig. 2). The ML, NJ, UPGMA, and FM trees inferred from the arrangement pattern of 16 tRNA genes all recovered the two major lineages of Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes (fig. 2, supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online), as accepted by previous analyses (Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010; Sharanowski et al. 2011) except for the position of Aphidiinae, which was recovered within the Noncyclostomes. Capitonius and Elasmosoma (the euphoroid complex) were always recovered as sisters in the NJ, UPGMA, and FM trees (supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online). However, the relationships within Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes are mostly unacceptable.

Phylogenetic Relationships within Braconidae Reconstructed from Gene Sequences

Phylogenetic relationships among 25 subfamilies of Braconidae were reconstructed using mitochondrial genome sequences. All analyses robustly support the division of Braconidae into Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes as commonly accepted (fig. 3) (Quicke and van Achterberg 1990; Wei, Shi, Sharkey, et al. 2010; Sharanowski et al. 2011). Within each of the two major lineages, topologies varied among analyses based on different data matrices and analytical methods when all species from Braconidae were included. Among the different results, those generated from amino acid sequences of protein-coding genes using Bayesian and PhyloBayes methods recovered the traditional relationships (fig. 3). In order to validate the relationships within Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes, we conducted separate analyses for each lineage, which improved the congruence of topologies among analyses in the Cyclostomes. Both the ML and BI methods, using nucleotide sequences, supported a congruent topology for the Cyclostomes and the microgastroid complex of subfamilies (supplementary fig. S3A and D, Supplementary Material online).
**Fig. 2.**—Phylogenetic relationships among the major lineages of the Braconidae reconstructed from the arrangement patterns of tRNA genes. (A) The ML tree based on gene-order data inferred from the MLGO web server. (B) The arrangement of tRNA genes in rearrangement hotspots in Braconidae. The tRNA genes are denoted by one letter symbol according to the IPUC-IUB single-letter amino acid codes. The symbol in (B) with a bold black line in the bottom indicates that the correspondence gene is coded on the minority strand of the mitochondrial genome.

**Fig. 3.**—Phylogenetic relationships among subfamilies of the Braconidae inferred from amino acid sequences of protein-coding genes using Bayesian and PhyloBayes methods. Bayesian posterior probabilities from Bayesian and PhyloBayes analyses are shown sequentially, separated by “/” near respective nodes.
Within the Cyclostomes, Aphidiinae was recovered as sister to the remaining Cyclostomes in all analyses followed by Histeromerinae and then Lysterminae + Rogadinae. In analyses of amino acid sequences, Gnamptodontinae was sister to Opinae + Alysiinae (fig. 3), corroborating the Alysioid subcomplex of Sharanowski et al. (2011), and the Braconinae formed a monophyletic lineage with Doryctinae and Pambolinae. However, in analyses of Cyclostomes based on nucleotide sequences, Braconinae were the sister-group to Opinae + Alysiinae, which together were sister to Gnamptodontinae (supplementary fig. S3A, Supplementary Material online).

Within the Noncyclostomes, there were three well-supported lineages (fig. 3), that is, (Xipholozelinae + Macrocentrinae) + (Homolobinae + (Acampsohelconinae + Helconinae)), (Agathidinae + (Sigalphinae + Pselaphaninae)) + (Cenocoelinae + Euphorinae), corresponding to the helconoid, sigalphoid + euphoroid subfamily complexes (Sharanowski et al. 2011). These three subfamily complexes formed a monophyletic group, sister to the microgastrid complex of subfamilies. However, the relationships among these three lineages varied among analyses (fig. 3, supplementary fig. S3B and C, Supplementary Material online).

Within the microgastrid complex of subfamilies, the relationships of the ichneutine taxa, that is, Ichneutes sp., Paroligoneurus sp., and Proterops sp., suggest that this subfamily is paraphyletic (fig. 3), which has also been reported in other studies based on molecular markers (Belshaw and Quicke 2002; Pitz et al. 2007; Sharanowski et al. 2011). In our study the Proteropini ichneutines are sister to the other members of the microgastrid complex, similar to results found in previous studies (Belshaw et al. 1998, 2000; Pitz et al. 2007; Sharanowski et al. 2011). A lineage composed of Cardiochilinae, Cheloninae, Microgastrinae, and Miracinae was sister to Ichneutinae (fig. 3).

**Discussion**

**Strand Asymmetry of Base Composition in Braconidae**

The adding of mitochondrial genomes further confirmed the reversal of strand asymmetry as ancestral feature for Braconidae (Wei, Shi, Chen, et al. 2010). In our analyses, we did not find any relationship between the reversal of strand asymmetry and gene rearrangement rate in Braconidae. In Micax and Proterops, the gene arrangement patterns are identical, but the former shows reversal of strand asymmetry while Proterops shows reversal of strand asymmetry again in Braconidae. This phenomenon is present in other hymenopteran groups, such as Nasonia species, which show accelerated gene rearrangements and normal strand asymmetry (Oliveira et al. 2008). The lack of correlation between strand asymmetry of base composition and the rate of gene rearrangement is consistent with the hypothesis that strand asymmetry reversal was caused by the inversion of the replication origin in the A+T-rich region (Wei, Shi, Chen, et al. 2010).

**Gene Rearrangement in Braconidae**

Gene rearrangement of mitochondrial genomes is considered to be a phylogenetic character of great potential in invertebrates (Dowton, Castro, et al. 2002). For example, the shared translocation of trnL (UUR) to the position between cox1 and cox2 in the Pancrustacea has linked the insects and crustaceans (Boore et al. 1998). However, with more mitochondrial genomes sequenced, it is clear that no gene rearrangements are shared between higher-level taxa of insects. The focus has shifted to taxa below the ordinal level, in examining gene rearrangements (Shao et al. 2001; Dowton, Cameron, Dowavic, et al. 2009; Wei et al. 2014). In this study, we used gene arrangement patterns as characters and thus corroborated the placement of the two major lineages within Braconidae except for the position of Aphidiinae (fig. 2). Recently, methods automatizing the comparative analysis of gene order, and publicly available software have been developed (Bernt, Braband, et al. 2013).

**Phylogenetic Relationships within Braconidae**

Our analyses, based on multiple lines of evidence from mitochondrial genomes, recovered the well-accepted major lineages within the family, such as the Cyclostomes and Noncyclostomes within Braconidae. Phylogenetic analyses based on sequence data supported the major lineages of helconoid, sigalphoid, euphoroid, microgastrid subfamily complexes and (helconoid + (sigalphoid + euphoroid)) within Noncyclostomes. Our study also robustly recovered several subfamily subcomplexes, such as the (Gnamptodontinae + (Opinae + Alysiinae)) in analyses based on amino acid sequences, the Alysioid subcomplex of Sharanowski et al. (2011), and the Macrocentrinae acXipholozelinae, the Macrocentroid subcomplex of Sharanowski et al. (2011). Our study recovered Homolobinae + (Acampsohelconinae + Helconinae) within helconoid complex, whereas Sharanowski et al. (2011) recovered Homolobinae in the Macrocentroid subcomplex. Denser sampling from within the helconoid complex is needed to corroborate or refute our result, since several subfamilies were not included in our analysis, such as Orgilinae, Charmontinae, Amicrocentrinae and Microtypinae.

One of the most studied groups of Braconidae is the subfamily Aphidiinae, which was long considered as a separate family, Aphidiidae. As in all other recent studies our analyses confirmed placement of Aphidiinae in Braconidae. On the basis of earlier morphological analyses Aphidiinae was placed as a sister group of Noncyclostomes (Quicke and van Achterberg 1990; van Achterberg and Quicke 1992; Wharton...
et al. 1992). Recent molecular studies placed Aphidiinae + Mesostoinae as sister to the remaining Cyclotomines (Zaldivar-Riveron et al. 2006; Sharanowski et al. 2011). This is also where our analyses, based on both amino acid (fig. 3) and nucleotide sequences (supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online), place the subfamily, though our analyses did not include representatives of the Mesostoinae or Maxifischeriinae.

Within Noncyclotomines, the clade consisting of Sigalphinae and Agathidinae (the sigalphoid complex) was recovered as in several previous analyses (Belshaw and Quicke 2002; Sharanowski et al. 2011). In our analyses, (Agathidinae + (Sigalphinae + Pselaphaninae)) was strongly supported. This agrees with Sharkey’s (1997) synonymy of Pselaphaninae with Sigalphinae that was also corroborated by Quicke et al. (2008). This complex was placed, with strong support, as the sister group to the helconoid and euphoroid subfamily complexes in nucleotide sequence analyses. Contrastingly, the sigalphoid complex was recovered as sister to the microgastroid complex in Sharanowski et al. (2011).

The phylogenetic placement of Acampsohelconinae was unstable in previous molecular and morphological analyses. It was placed either as a sister group to other members of the helconoid complex or as sister to Meteorinidae, based on CAD54 and 28S genes, respectively (Sharanowski et al. 2011). van Achterberg (2002) suggested that Acampsohelconinae was not closely related to Helconinae or Blacinae. Contrary to that study we recovered (Homolobinae + (Acamposo helconinae + Helconinae)), which was supported and congruent among the different analyses, although a denser sampling is needed in further studies.

Factors Influencing Phylogenetic Analyses

Phylogenetic analyses can be influenced by taxon sampling, choice of sequences, inference methods and coding of characters (Hassanin 2006; Song et al. 2010; Duchêne et al. 2011). In this study, we addressed taxon sampling by using a worldwide sampling of 25 representative subfamilies from Braconidae. We addressed issues of the evolution of our chosen sequences by using a data masking process to reduce noise and recoding the nucleotide sequences into amino acid sequences for protein-coding genes. We addressed potential methodological artifacts by using BI and ML methods, as well as separately analyzing subdivided groups to avoid among-lineage rate heterogeneity.

Both nucleotide and amino acid sequences of protein-coding genes were used in our phylogenetic analyses. Amino acid sequences are thought to be the best data source for analyzing higher-level insect phylogeny, using mitochondrial genomes (Rota-Stabelli et al. 2010; Talavera and Vila 2011), whereas for lower-level phylogenetic analysis, reducing nucleotide sequences to amino acid sequences may eliminate valuable phylogenetic signal (Cameron et al. 2006; Cameron 2014). Our analyses based on amino acid sequences inferred well-accepted phylogenetic relationships among major lineages of Braconidae, such as the Cyclotomines, Noncyclotomines and Noncyclotome subfamily complexes, but generated varied topologies for the lower-level relationships of the subfamilies when different methods were used (fig. 3, supplementary fig. S3, Supplementary Material online). Using nucleotide sequences, the Agathidinae, Pselaphaninae, and Sigalphinae were placed in the microgastroid complex of subfamilies, conflicting with analyses based on amino-acid sequences. In subsequent analyses of each group within Braconidae, nucleotide sequences performed better than amino acid sequences, corroborating the idea that amino acid sequences are more suitable for higher-level analyses, whereas the nucleotide sequences are better suited for lower-level analyses within Braconidae.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary figures S1–S3 and tables S1–S5 are available at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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